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Modelling and Delay Analysis of Intermittent V2U
Communication In Secluded Areas
Maurice Khabbaz, Senior Member, IEEE, Joseph Antoun, Member, IEEE,
Sanaa Sharafeddine, Senior Member, IEEE, and Chadi Assi, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper investigates the data-delivery latency in
the context of intermittent vehicle-to-UAV (V2U) communica-
tions. Precisely, a V2U communication scenario is considered
where vehicles opportunistically establish connectivity with pass-
ing by UAVs for a limited period of time during which these
vehicles transmit data packets to in-range UAVs serving as flying
base stations and, in turn, are responsible for delivering these
packets to backbone networks and/or routing them over the Inter-
net. A mathematical framework is established with the objective
of modeling the vehicles’ OnBoard Units’ (OBUs’) buffers as
single-server queueing systems. The established queueing model
will allow for the evaluation of the V2U communication system
in terms of the average data packet delivery delay. Extensive
simulations are conducted with the objective of asserting the
validity and accuracy of the proposed queueing model as well
as providing further insights into the delay sensibility to various
system parameters.

Index Terms—IoT, UAV, IoV, Vehicular, Modelling, Perfor-
mance, Delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Preliminaries:

Given their flexibility, high mobility, altitude adaptiveness,
line-of-sight and so many other characteristics, aerial plat-
forms (e.g. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) a.k.a. drones,
helikites, balloons, etc) present themselves as propitious so-
lutions for provisioning reliable and cost-effective wireless
access for ground-based devices. These UAVs, when equipped
with appropriate wireless communication devices and comput-
erized modules, may serve as airborne base stations to expand
coverage and enhance the capacity of terrestrial wireless net-
works. especially in emergency situations where, often, ground
networking infrastructure is highly likely to be damaged
and/or unfunctional as well as in geographically restricted
areas where the deployment and maintenance of ground-
based networking infrastructure incurs significant capital and
operational expenditures, [1]−[8]. Indeed, one of the pivotal
advantages of intelligent UAVs (e.g., Google Loon project
[9], Boeing’s HALE [10], Airbus’s Zephyr [11]) is their
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sui generis capability of provisioning fast, reliable and cost-
efficient connectivity to merely isolated areas (e.g. rural and
suburban areas, large inter-metropolitan highways, developing
areas, etc). Yet, regardless of the potential data communi-
cation welfare that UAVs bring upfront to a multitude of
practical applications, there exist several technical challenges
(e.g. flight optimization, energy consumption, deployment,
user association, communication protocols, latency/throughput
performance, etc) that need to be resolved before full-fledged
aerial data networking backbones observe light.

B. Motivation and Problem Statement:
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) constitute, today,

one of the integral industry verticals of the next generation
wireless networks. Newly manufactured vehicles are being
equipped with modern ubiquitous technology (e.g. processing
units, AI modules, wireless communication devices, electronic
sensors, actuators, etc) with the objective of mediating ITSs’
physical and digital layers; hence, supporting the proper
functionality of the numerous novel in-transit services that
go beyond the typical data collection and exchange through
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
communications. Truly, a new Vehicle-to-Everything (V2E)
communication paradigm is being brought forward. It pro-
motes vehicles’ real-time awareness of their navigational en-
vironment and their ability to cooperate distributively and
autonomously with surrounding devices in order to provide
passengers with an unparalleled travel experience.

In addition to smart vehicles, an ITS’s digital network-
ing infrastructure comprises another type of stationary nodes
strategically deployed along the sides of navigable driveways,
namely, the RoadSide Units (RSUs). Similar to the vehicles,
RSUs are wireless devices typically equipped with processing
modules and buffering capabilities. Some of these RSUs may
be connected to wireless backhauls enabling them to host a
number of vital ITS services that they provision to vehicles
navigating within their communication range. Such services
include but are not limited to: a) on-the-fly streaming of high-
quality interruption-free media, [12], b) seamless vehicular
mobility, [13], c) field-limited emergency support and rescuing
services, [14], d) traffic monitoring and roadway surveying,
[15], e) improved data routing and dissemination, [16], e)
vehicular cloud-based services, [17], f ) safety-related services
(e.g. see through downstream vehicles, [32]) and so many
others. Such services vociferate a surge for an all-time-
anywhere connectivity to the wireless infrastructure. This lat-
ter, is, however, not always feasible particularly in some areas
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Fig. 1. Vehicle-to-UAV communication along a dark roadway.

where the deployment of RSUs is geographically restricted
as well as in severe environments and along large intra-
/inter-national highways where the installation and mainte-
nance of backbone networking infrastructure incurs significant
capital and operational expenditures. In the context of such
restrictive scenarios, UAVs present themselves as a promis-
ing cost-minimal and effective solution for bringing digital
connectivity to vehicles navigating along dark roadways. For
instance, Figure 1 herein illustrates a dark roadway segment
(i.e. with no RSUs deployed along its sides) labelled [EX]
with E and X being its entry and exit points respectively.
Throughout their navigation period along [EX], vehicles are
fully disconnected from any backbone network. Consequently,
aside from their ability to inter-communicate for real-time
navigation or safety-related information exchange, vehicles
are deprived from any Internet/Cloud-based services such as
those mentioned earlier. Under such circumstances, incoming
intelligent UAVs hovering throughout the aerial field of [EX]
(i.e. the air space spanning the length of [EX]) may serve
as flying base stations hosting a subset of services required
by the navigating ground-bound vehicles. Alternatively, these
UAVs may serve the objective of extending the coverage
of the terrestrial wireless network and, hence, will serve as
opportunistic flying relays bridging the connectivity between
the vehicles and the ground base station. Here, millimeter
wave (mmWave) links may be used to connect the UAV to a
ground base station, [33]. UAVs may also communicate with
each other using either mmWave and/or Free-Space Optical
(FSO) links (e.g. [30] and [31]) and, hence, establish an aerial
backbone assist network for ground nodes. This is especially
feasible since UAVs will have perfect line of sight with
each other. One third option is to have these UAVs act as
Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) nodes having the ability to receive
data from the vehicles and physically carry it to a far away
destination or, vice versa, the UAVs may be carrying data from
far away sources destined to the isolated vehicles. In either one
of the above-enumerated cases, as a UAV hovers throughout
[EX]’s aerial field and encounters vehicles navigating along
this roadway, these latter may opportunistically exploit the
services provisioned by this UAV for the limited time interval
during which the UAV resides within their respective coverage
ranges. Once a UAV departs from the range of a vehicle, the
vehicle goes through a disconnection phase awaiting the next
UAV’s arrival. Throughout its navigation along the considered

roadway, one particularly tagged vehicle will experience a
sequence of connection times interleaved by disconnection pe-
riods; these latter being expectedly dependent on the ground-
bound vehicular traffic parameters as well as on the density
and speed of the aerial nodes. The fundamental objective of
this paper is to capture the dynamics, model and analyze the
delay performance of Vehicle-to-UAV (V2U) communications
in this particular context.

C. Paper’s Organization:

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents a survey of a prime selection of existing related
work and highlights the fundamental novel contributions of
this present work. Section III lays out the ground-bound
vehicular traffic model. In Section IV the UAV waypoint
mobility model is presented. Section V is dedicated for the
mathematical modeling and analysis of V2U communications
in the context of the considered networking scenario. Simula-
tions and thorough numerical analyses are presented in Section
VI to verify and validate the proposed model and evaluating
the performance of V2U communications in terms of critical
QoS metrics. The paper is concluded in Section VII.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY AND NOVEL CONTRIBUTIONS

A. Literature Survey:

The literature encloses very few seminal work promoting
the utility of UAVs in supporting the operability and func-
tionality of ITSs and their underlying vehicular networking
infrastructure. For instance, the authors of [18] justifiably
argued that automation in next-generation ITSs can be realized
through the exploitation of smart and reliable things such as
intelligent UAVs. They described the possible ITS applications
that may benefit from UAVs together with the problems and
challenges this novel communication paradigm brings forward
(e.g., energy limitation, dynamic coordination and data routing,
security and privacy, and UAV mobility). Also, among these
latter challenges is the modeling and characterization of Air-
to-Ground (A2G) channels addressed in [20] where it was
shown that A2G channel characteristics differ significantly
from terrestrial channels. Particularly, A2G channels in sce-
narios involving communications with Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UASs) differ significantly from those represented
by traditional simple A2G channel models (i.e., developed
under relatively ideal conditions with tall, well exposed ground
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stations in wide uncluttered areas with narrowband signalling).
In addition to [20], several contemporary surveys (e.g., [22])
and tutorials (e.g., [21]) provide ample information on A2G
channel modelling methodologies and related persisting chal-
lenges and open issues.

On a different note, In [19], a joint aero-terrestrial coop-
erative vehicular networking architecture was proposed with
the objective of forming an airborne sub-network of multiple
UAVs that can assist ground-bound vehicular communications.
The work of [23] addressed the advantages of exploiting
UAVs for the purpose of data routing and proposed a new
UAV-location aware path adjustment extension mechanism
to improve the efficiency of data routing in the context of
delay-tolerant applications. The authors of [25] investigated
how UAVs operating in ad hoc mode can assist the routing
process in ground-bound vehicular networks through bridging
the gap among communicating entities and, hence, improve
the data delivery reliability. The same authors introduced in
[26] a novel UAV-assisted reactive and flooding-based routing
protocol that incorporated a predictive technique to estimate
the expiration time of discovered routing paths. Their reported
results showed the significantly improved performance of
the UAV-assisted Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) in
terms of the data delivery ratio and delay. This was, indeed,
asserted by the study presented in [27]. In [28] an analytical
framework was developed for the purpose of determining the
best deployment locations that maximize the coverage areas
of UAVs while jointly accounting for the intervention time
requirement and UAV battery lifetimes. Parallel to [28], the
authors of [29] presented an analytical approach to optimize
the hovering altitude of aerial platforms in order to max-
imize radio coverage on the ground. In contrast the work
of [24] revolved around a vehicular sub-network operating
under extreme conditions where RSUs became unavailable
(e.g. destroyed and/or overloaded) causing long segments of
a highway to become secluded. In this context, the authors
aimed at jointly optimizing the trajectory of deployed UAVs
together with the radio resources allocated to them with the
objective of maintaining a certain service rate threshold for
each serviced vehicle. Also, in a similar context, and in
addition to optimizing the UAV trajectories, the authors of [33]
aimed at determining the required amount of UAVs needed to
meet the requirements of all the navigating vehicles within
certain delay bounds.

B. Novel Contributions:

The majority of the existing work in the literature (including
the above-surveyed prime selection of these publications)
revolve around enumerating the benefits of exploiting UAVs
to extend the coverage of terrestrial wireless networks (e.g.,
[18] and [19]) as well as assisting these networks through
improving their connectivity (e.g., [27] and [26]) in addition
to promoting the performance of the routing processes in terms
of reliability and throughput (e.g., [25] and [26]). Nonetheless,
the utilization of UAVs for communication purposes are faced
with numerous challenges among which is the A2G channel
modeling and characterization; a topic surveyed and widely

discussed in [20], [21] and [22]. In addition to the above,
the placement of UAVs as well as the optimization of their
trajectories with the objective of meeting certain service-level
requirements has also received significant attention (e.g. [28],
[24], [33]). However, to the best of our knowledge, an in-
depth analysis of the opportunistic V2U data offloading in
secluded areas with delay performance insights provided in
view of the joint UAV and ground-bound vehicular mobilities
has not yet received enough attention. Indeed, this paper
revolves around the opportunistic exploitation of flying UAVs
as a mean for bringing digital connectivity and services
to vehicles navigating in secluded areas where there is no
coverage due to the unavailability of communication infras-
tructure (i.e., disastrous scenarios, overloaded RSUs unable
provide services, etc). In such areas, the deployment of
additional RSUs may be inefficient as it incurs remarkable
capital and operational expenditures (CAPEX/OPEX) due to
the considerably elevated installation and maintenance costs of
networking infrastructure; let alone their inevitable volatility
under extreme conditions. This is not to forget that highways
are subject to interleaved low and high vehicular densities as
a result of the naturally occurring rush and non-rush hours.
Hence, a relatively dense roadside communication networking
infrastructure may often appear inefficiently under-utilized. In
view of all of the above drawbacks, UAVs present themselves
as cost-minimal highly agile, rapid and flexible airborne base
stations/access points that contribute to promoting the feasi-
bility of on-demand deployment of aerial networks to serve
vehicles in secluded areas. Precisely, instead of having to
wait for considerably long periods of time during which a
vehicle remains disconnected as it navigates throughout such
dark regions, passing by UAVs equipped with computerized
modules and wireless communication devices connecting them
to backbone networks and wireless base stations may be
opportunistically exploited to clear out the data carried by
such a vehicle and, hence, reduce the average end-to-end data
delivery delay as well as increase the average throughput.
Compared to the above-surveyed prime selection of existing
work, the distinguishing features of this present paper are as
follows:

1) The consideration of a UAV-assisted vehicular sub-
networking scenario similar to the one presented in Section I-B
and illustrated in Figure 1. In the context of such a scenario,
this paper presented an extensive mathematical framework
whose objective is to characterize the V2U communication
system, capture its dynamics and model the OBU’s buffer of
a vehicle as a single-server queueing system. The resolution
of this latter queueing system allows for the evaluation of
the V2U communication performance in terms of essential
Quality-of-Service (QoS) metrics and particularly the average
System’s Response Time (SRT).

2) As opposed to the majority of the earlier-surveyed work
that do not account for the realistic UAV and ground-bound
vehicular mobilities and their effects on the V2U commu-
nication performance, the analytical framework established
herein is built on top of a UAV mobility model and a ground-
bound vehicular mobility model that are respectively borrowed
from [34] and [35] where they were shown to accurately
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and realistically capture the mobility characteristics (e.g., flow
rate, density and speeds) of UAVs and vehicles hovering
throughout the aerial field (navigating along) of a straight
roadway segment similar to the one illustrated in Figure 1.
The UAV and ground-bound vehicle mobility characteristics
have a significant impact on the performance of the V2U
communication system especially that they constitute an in-
tegral component of the residency time of a UAV within a
ground-bound vehicle’s communication range; this being the
time duration during which that vehicle will be connected to
the passing by UAV.

3) As opposed to the work of [27] where ground-bound
vehicles were considered to have only one packet to transmit
to the UAV, in this present work such vehicles are assumed to
continuously generate packets following a certain rate.

4) Extensive simulations are conducted with the objective of
verifying the validity and accuracy of the derived mathematical
formulas and study the performance of the V2U communica-
tion system in terms of the achieved SRT in different scenarios
subject to the variation of UAV availabilities and vehicle flow
rates.

III. GROUND-BOUND VEHICULAR TRAFFIC MODEL

The considered roadway segment [EX] in Figure 1 is
assumed to be an uninterrupted and unidirectional segment
with a length of dEX (meters) and experiencing Free-Flow
ground-bound vehicular traffic with low-to-medium ground-
bound vehicular densities. This kind of traffic has been widely
employed in the literature (e.g., [34], [36], [37], [38]). Macro-
scopic metrics characterizing this type of vehicular traffic flow
dynamics have been theoretically quantified and presented in
[34]. A subset of these metrics pertaining to the analysis pre-
sented hereafter are adopted and are summarized as follows.

First, ground-bound vehicles are assumed to arrive fol-
lowing a Poisson process with parameter λV

( vehicles
second

)
1. It

follows that the inter-arrival times of ground-bound vehicles,
namely, {IV,1IV,2, IV,3, · · ·}, form a sequence of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential random variables
(r.v.s.) with a mean of λ−1

V (seconds). In the sequel, for
simplicity, the r.v. IV will generically denote the inter-arrival
time interval between two consecutive ground-bound vehicles
entering the considered roadway segment [EX] at point E.

Second, an arriving vehicle’s speed is drawn from a trun-
cated Normal distribution whose probability density function
(p.d.f.) is given by:

f tV (v) =
ζ

σV
√

2π
e
−
(
v−V
σV
√

2

)2

, v ∈ [Vmin;Vmax], (1)

where V and σV respectively denote the mean and standard
deviation of the arriving vehicles’ speeds in

( meters
second

)
and

ζ = 2
[
erf
(
Vmax−V
σV
√

2

)
− erf

(
Vmin−V
σV
√

2

)]−1

is a normalizing

1The roadway segment may comprise a number of N lanes. Similar to [39],
the vehicle arrivals to lane i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) may be assumed to follow a Poisson
sub-process with parameter λ(i)V . Consequently, the aggregate vehicle arrival
process to the entire roadway segment is a Poisson process with parameter
λV =

∑N
i=1 λ

(i)
V .

constant. The minimum and maximum vehicle speeds are
denoted respectively by Vmin and Vmax and are also expressed
in in

( meters
second

)
. Following [34], each arriving vehicle maintains

a constant speed throughout its entire navigation period along
[EX]. Hence, an arbitrary arriving vehicle m with a random
speed Vm = v drawn from the distribution whose p.d.f. is
given in Equation (1) will reside within [EX] for a period
RV,m = dEX · V −1

m (seconds). Consequently, as proven in
[34], the set {RV,1RV,2, RV,3, · · ·} constitutes a sequence of
i.i.d. r.v.s. with a p.d.f. that is:

fRV (t) =
ζ

t2σV
√

2π
e
−
(
dEX
t
−V

σV
√

2

)2

, t ∈
[
dEX
Vmax

;
dEX
Vmin

]
. (2)

In the sequel, the r.v. RV will generically denote an arbitrary
ground-bound vehicle’s residence time within [EX]. Its average
and second moment may be numerically computed as:

RV =

∫ dEX
Vmin

dEX
Vmax

t · fRV (t)dt, (3)

R2
V =

∫ dEX
Vmin

dEX
Vmax

t2 · fRV (t)dt. (4)

IV. UAV WAYPOINT MOBILITY MODEL

The aerial field of the considered roadway segment [EX] is
defined as the one-dimensional air space spanning the length,
dEX , of this segment. The UAV flow rate, λU

( UAVs
second

)
, is

defined as the average number of UAVs crossing a fixed point
within the aerial field of [EX] per second. It was shown in
[35] that the set {IU,1, IU,2, IU,3, · · ·} constitutes a sequence
of i.i.d. exponentially distributed inter-arrival times having a
mean of λ−1

U (seconds).
Now, an arriving UAV, say n, at point E exhibiting a

waypoint mobility pattern navigates downstream towards point
X at a speed Un = u. As in [35], the per-UAV speeds
{U1, U2, U3, · · ·} constitute a sequence of i.i.d. uniformly dis-
tributed r.v.s. with a p.d.f. fU (u) and a cumulative distribution
function (c.d.f.) FU (ν) that are respectively:

fU (u) =
1

Umax − Umin
, u ∈ [Umin;Umax] (5)

FU (ν) =
ν − Umin

Umax − Umin
, ν ∈ [Umin;Umax] . (6)

where Umin and Umax respectively denote the minimum and
maximum speeds in

( meters
second

)
. Furthermore, it is further as-

sumed hereafter that an arriving UAV, n, to [EX]’s aerial field
will maintain its speed, Un, constant all the way throughout
its navigation from point E to point X .

V. MODELLING AND ANALYSIS OF V2U COMMUNICATION

A. Scenario Description:

Figure 1 illustrates a general V2U communication scenario.
It shows the considered roadway segment [EX] populated by
a flow of ground-bound vehicles entering the roadway from
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the relationship between the achieved bit rate and V2U
coverage distance.

point E at random times, flowing all the way downstream
towards the exit point X . UAVs also enter the aerial field
of [EX] at random times and hover downstream following
a waypoint trajectory above the roadway. UAV speeds are
relatively much higher than the speeds of the ground-bound
vehicles. As such, any UAV hovering above [EX] will enter
in contact with an arbitrary vehicle, remain connected to that
vehicle for a limited period of time and then exit this latter’s
communication range. During this time, V2U communication
will take place and the vehicle will upload to the UAV
data packets stored within its OBU’s buffer2. This upload
process will stop once the OBU’s buffer of that vehicle is
completely depleted or whenever the UAV departs from that
vehicle’s range. In this latter case any remaining packets in
the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer will have to further wait until
the vehicle encounters another UAV and, hence, resume the
upload process. To this end, as mentioned earlier in Section I-
B, a packet-level observation of the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer
will reveal that a packet occupying that buffer’s Head-of-
Line (HoL) position will be successfully cleared out with a
probability of Pc; this being the probability that the vehicle
is in contact with a UAV. Otherwise, with a probability of
1−Pc, the waiting time of this packet will be further extended
until contact is established with a subsequent UAV allowing
its clearance. Assuming that the vehicle will generate packets
at random, the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer may be abstracted as a
single-server queueing system with the HoL position of the
queue being the service position. This queueing system is
illustrated in Figure 3. In what follows, the characterizing
parameters of this queueing system necessary to study its
dynamics and evaluating its performance will be formulated.

B. Air-to-Ground Channel and V2U Coverage Range Char-
acterization:

In the context of the scenario illustrated in Figure 1, UAVs
fly right on top of the considered highway segment. Hence,
they establish with ground-bound vehicles communication
links that are assumed to be dominated by direct Line-of-
Sight (LoS). In addition, the communication channel may be

2Vehicle OBUs are assumed to be quite large (e.g., 1TB and beyond). The
moderate packet generation rate will never lead to the exhaustion of such a
large buffer before a V2U contact arises. As such, the OBUs’ buffers emulate
infinite buffers.

assumed to be ideal where signals are only subject to path
losses due to their propagation over distances that separate
the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) nodes. This is espe-
cially true since the considered highway segment is located
in a secluded area with minimum structural obstacles (e.g.,
buildings, bridges, tunnels, etc). Accordingly, the established
communication links between UAVs and ground-bound vehi-
cles experience quite negligible multi-path effect.

In light of the above and without loss of generality
(w.l.o.g.), the achieved bit rate, r in bits per second (bps),
between the ground-bound vehicle and the UAV is r =
Blog2

(
1 + S ·N−1

)
, where B denotes the channel band-

width and S ·N−1 = PtD
−αN−1

0 denotes the signal-to-noise
ratio with Pt being the vehicle’s transmission power, D being
the distance separating the Tx (i.e., the vehicle) from the Rx
(i.e., the UAV) as illustrated in Figure 2, α being the path-loss
exponent and N0 being the noise spectral density. It follows
that the normalized bit rate is:

r̃ = log2

(
1 + PtD

−αN−1
0

)
. (7)

Here note that, in order for a wireless communication link
to be established between a Tx and a Rx, the bit rate r̃ is
required to be greater than or equal to a certain minimum
threshold rmin. The maximum achievable bit rate is also
denoted by rmax. As such rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax. To each value
of the achievable bit rate corresponds a value for the Tx-Rx
distance (i.e., the distance D in Figure 2). Indeed, the bit
rate increases as the Tx-to-Rx distance decreases. In Figure
2, the distance Dmin corresponds to the maximum feasible
distance required to achieve a bit rate of rmax while Dmax
corresponds to the maximum feasible distance, beyond which
no wireless communication link between the Tx and the Rx
can be established. Accordingly, a link between the Tx and Rx
can be established only whenever the distance D in Equation
(7) falls within the range [Dmin;Dmax] where:

Dmin =
[
PtN

−1
0 (2rmax − 1)

−1
] 1
α

, (8)

Dmax =
[
PtN

−1
0 (2rmin − 1)

−1
] 1
α

. (9)

At this point, note that safety regulations, the UAV
type/capability, the UAV deployment area and possibly other
factors constrain the minimum and maximum heights (respec-
tively denoted herein by hmin and hmax) at which UAVs are
allowed to fly such that they do not incur any safety/security
threats. Determining the values of hmin and hmax is outside the
scope of this present work. However, it is important to mention
that if hmax > Dmax, no V2U communication link can be es-
tablished. Else, if hmax < Dmax, then the maximum attainable
height will be hmax irrespective of the V2U communication
feasibility beyond that height. Ultimately, at hmax, the achiev-
able data rate lower limit will be rlim = log2

(
1 + Pth

−α
maxN

−1
0

)
and is larger than rmin achieved at Dmax. In the sequel, all
UAVs are assumed to fly within the allowable safe flight zone
at a height h such that hmin ≤ h ≤ hmax.

Now, if the vehicle’s achievable bit rate is r̃ as computed
in Equation (7) and such that rlim ≤ r̃ ≤ rmax, the three-
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Fig. 3. Queueing system representation of a vehicle’s OBU’s buffer.

dimensional (3D) coverage range of the vehicle is the top
half-sphere having a radius that is equal to D (meters) where
hmin ≤ D ≤ hmax. Projecting this coverage range onto a
two-dimentional (2D) plane, the coverage range of the vehicle
becomes the top half-circle of radius D. The equation of this
top half-circle is f(x) =

√
D2 − x2 (x ∈ [−D;D]). Next,

consider a UAV hovering on top of the vehicle’s trajectory at
a height of h as illustrated in Figure 2 such that hmin ≤ h ≤ D.
In view of the earlier-presented UAV waypoint mobility pat-
tern in Section IV, this UAV will constantly navigate at the
height h until it goes out of the vehicle’s coverage range.
Here, interest lies in computing the V2U coverage distance,
travelled by the UAV from the instant it enters the vehicle’s
coverage range until the instant it leaves this vehicle’s range.
This coverage distance is denoted by Cr. To compute Cr, it
is required to determine the abscissas of the entry and exit
points, respectively, xi and xo. This is equivalent to finding
the abscissas of the intersection points between the top-half
circle of equation f(x) given above and the horizontal line
having an equation g(x) = h. These are easily shown to
be xi = −

√
D2 − h2 and xo =

√
D2 − h2. Here, the V2U

coverage distance is given by:

Cr(h) = xo − xi = 2
√
D2 − h2 , h ∈ [hmin;D]. (10)

Observe from Equation (10) that whenever the UAV is
hovering at a maximum distance of h > D, there will be no
intersection between the UAV’s aerial path and the considered
vehicle’s coverage range. Hence, no wireless link may be
established between the vehicle and the UAV.

Remark: In the sequel, it will be assumed that the vehicle will
transmit data at the minimum possible rate rlim. Obviously, at
a higher rate, the V2U communication system’s performance
will further improve. This is especially true since, given a
certain fixed period of time, the vehicle, at a higher rate, will
be able to clear out more packets from its OBU’s buffer.
In addition, to work around the analytical complexity and
promote the tractability of the below analysis, it will be
assumed that all arriving UAVs will be hovering at a fixed
distance of h. Thus, the V2U coverage distance will become
a fixed constant that will be denoted by Cr = 2R where R,
as shown in Figure 2 denotes half of this distance.

C. Packet Arrivals:

Any arriving vehicle is assumed to generate packets accord-
ing to a Poisson process with a parameter λP

(
packets
second

)
. As

such, the packet inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed
with a mean of λ−1

P (seconds). The generated packets will
be stored in the generating vehicle’s OBU’s buffer and will
be served following a First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) service
discipline.

D. V2U Connection/Disconnection Process Characterization:

This subsection is dedicated to derive a theoretical
expression for the V2U contact probability, which was
referred to as Pc in Section V-A as well as to theoretically
quantify: i) the distribution of the number, NC , of UAVs that
an arbitrary vehicle encounters and connects to throughout
its navigation period along the considered roadway segment
[EX] and its average, NC , as well as ii) the distribution of,
RUV , being the V2U per-contact duration together with its
average RUV .

1) V2U Contact Probability: W.l.o.g., consider the arrival
of an arbitrary vehicle with a random speed of V drawn
according to the distribution whose p.d.f. is given in (1).
Since V remains constant throughout the vehicle’s navigation
along [EX], that vehicle’s overall residence time within [EX]
is, therefore, RV = dEXV

−1 (seconds). Now, throughout
the vehicle’s navigation along [EX], this latter experiences the
arrival of UAVs at random distinct times t1, t2, t3, ..., tn
where t1 and tn respectively denote the arrival time of the
first UAV that arrives after the considered vehicle enters the
roadway at point E as well as the arrival time of the last UAV
that arrives before the considered vehicle departs from [EX] at
point X . At this point, recall from Section III that UAV arrivals
follow a Poisson process with a parameter λU

( UAVs
second

)
. Hence,

given the time interval RV , the arrival times of these UAVs
are uniformly distributed along this interval, [41]. As such,
given that the vehicle’s speed is constant, the location LV of
the vehicle within [EX] is a uniformly distributed r.v. with a
p.d.f. and c.d.f. that are given by:

fLV (l) =
1

dEX
, l ∈ [0; dEX ], (11)

FLV (λ) =

∫ λ

0

fLV (l)dl =
λ

dEX
, λ ∈ [0; dEX ]. (12)

Now, consider a randomly arriving UAV at an arbitrary
time t0. This UAV has a speed of U drawn following a
distribution whose p.d.f. is given in (5). Also recall from
Section IV that U remains constant throughout the UAV’s
entire hovering duration over [EX]. At the time of arrival of
the UAV, the vehicle is assumed to be found at a location
LV = l somewhere within [EX]. At this point, interest lies in
determining the necessary condition that needs to be satisfied
in order for the UAV that has just arrived to be able to connect
with the vehicle prior to this latter’s departure from [EX]. In
this regard, at time t0, on one hand, the residual residence time
of the vehicle within [EX] is Rres

V = (dEX−LV ) ·V −1. On the
other hand, the time required for the arriving UAV to reach
and connect with the vehicle is Tc = (LV −R) · (U − V )−1.
It follows that the sought condition for the arriving UAV to
connect to the vehicle is:
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Tc < Rres
V ⇒

LV −R
U − V

<
dEX − LV

V

⇒ LV < dEX

(
1− V

U

)
+R

(
V

U

)
. (13)

As such, the conditional probability of V2U connection can
be derived as follows:

Pc(u, v) = Pr

[
LV < dEX

(
1− V

U

)
+R

(
V

U

) ∣∣∣∣∣U = u, V = v

]

= 1−
(

1− R

dEX

)
v

u
. (14)

It follows that the unconditional probability of V2U connec-
tion can be derived as:

Pc =

∫ Umax

Umin

∫ Vmax

Vmin

[
1−

(
1− R

dEX

)
v

u

]
f tV (v)fU (u)dvdu

= 1−
V · ln

(
Umax · U−1

min

)
Umax − Umin

(
1− R

dEX

)
. (15)

2) Number of Distinct V2U Contacts: Throughout the navi-
gation period RV of the above-considered tagged vehicle along
[EX], assume that this latter witnesses the arrival of NA = na
UAVs. In view of the Poisson UAV arrivals with parameter
λU and fixing t ≤ RV ≤ t + dt, the conditional probability
mass function (p.m.f.) of NA can be derived as:

fNA|RV (na) = Pr

[
NA = na

∣∣∣∣dt ≤ RV ≤ t+ dt
]

=
(λU t)

na

na!
· e−λU t, (16)

where na ≥ 0. Hence, the unconditional p.m.f. and c.d.f. of
NA is:

fNA(na) =

∫ dEX
Vmin

dEX
Vmax

(λU t)
na

na!
· e−λU t · fRV (t)dt (17)

FNA(n) = Pr[NA ≤ n] =

n∑
na=0

fNA(na), (18)

where fRV (t) is given in (2). Now, as the considered tagged
vehicle navigates along [EX], it will, with a probability of Pc
(as derived in Section V-C.1), encounter an arriving UAV.
Otherwise, with a probability of 1 − Pc, this vehicle will
not be able to connect with that arriving UAV. Thus, given
NA = na, the conditional p.m.f. of NC is fNC |NA(nc) =
Pr
[
NC = nc

∣∣NA = na
]

=
(
na
nc

)
Pncc (1 − Pc)na−nc As such,

for 0 < nc ≤ na, the unconditional p.m.f. and c.d.f. of
NC = nc can be derived as fNC (nc) = Pr[NC = nc] =∑
∀na fNC |NA(nc) · fNA(na) and FNC (n) = Pr[NC ≤ n] =∑n
nc=0 fNC (n). Unfortunately, none of fNA(na), fNC (nc),

FNA(n) and FNC (n) has a closed-form expressions. They
will all have to be evaluated numerically. Let NC and N2

C

(a) No link - UAV out of vehicle’s range.

(b) Link established - UAV enters vehicle’s range.

(c) Link maintained - UAV hovers through vehicle’s
range.

(d) Link disrupted - UAV left vehicle’s range.

Fig. 4. V2U contact establishment and disruption dynamics.

respectively denote the mean and second moment of NC such
that:

NC = E[NC ] =
∑
∀nc

nc · fNC (nc), (19)

N2
C = E[N2

C ] =
∑
∀nc

n2
c · fNC (nc)−NC

2
. (20)

3) V2U Per-Contact Duration: Consider the above-
mentioned tagged vehicle m whose speed is Vc = vm and
is navigating along [EX] as shown in Figure 4. Also, consider
a tagged UAV n whose speed is Uc = un, which, following its
arrival to [EX], hovered downstream towards vehicle m and,
eventually, with a probability of Pc, was able to connect to it.
Here, it is worthwhile mentioning that the above-mentioned
vehicle and UAV speeds where denoted with variables Vc and
Uc as they represent the speeds of a vehicle and a UAV that
got connected. These speeds have different distributions from
the typical vehicle and UAV speeds, respectively V and U that
were defined earlier in Sections III and IV. The distributions
of Vc and Uc are derived hereafter.
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Now, define the V2U per-contact duration, denoted herein
by RV 2U , to be the time interval during which UAV n resided
within the communication range of vehicle m. Here, observe
that the overall communication range of both the vehicle and
the UAV is Cr = 2R (as shown in Figure 4(a)) where, R,
as mentioned in Section V-A, is the radius of that range.
Figures 4(b) and 4(c) illustrate the contact establishment and
maintenance phases until the contact is disrupted upon the
departure of the UAV from the vehicle’s range as shown in
Figure 4(d). Consequently, as both the UAV and the vehicle are
in motion at different speeds, then RV 2U = Cr ·∆S−1 where
∆S = Uc − Vc is the relative speed of motion corresponding
to a connected pair of nodes (i.e. one UAV, say UAV n, and
one vehicle, say vehicle m) 3. Clearly, with a probability
of 1 − Pc, the considered UAV and vehicle will not enter
in contact with each other and, therefore, in this latter case,
RV 2U = 0. Grouping those two cases together:

RV 2U =

{
0 , with a probability 1− Pc
Cr

Uc−Vc , with a probability Pc
(21)

Obviously, here, RV 2U is a r.v. whose value is dependent
on Pc and the relative speed ∆S. Consequently, if the p.d.f. of
RV 2U is denoted by fRV 2U

(t) = Pr[t ≤ RV 2U ≤ t+dt], then
it is clear from the above that fRV 2U

(0) = 1 − Pc. Now, for
t 6= 0, the first step in deriving an expression for fRV 2U

(t) in
this case will be to derive the p.d.f. of ∆S, which is denoted
herein by f∆S(δ). In view of the above definition of ∆S, this
r.v. is equivalent to the difference between two r.v.s., one of
which is Uc that is drawn from the range [Umin;Umax] and the
other is Vc that, in turn, is defined over the range [Vmin;Vmax].
Hence, in order to derive f∆S(δ), it is necessary to derive the
p.d.f.s of Uc and Vc, respectively fUc(u) and fVc(v). For this
purpose, define:

Pc(u) =

∫ Vmax

Vmin

Pc(u, v)f tV (v)dv = 1− F cLV (R)V u−1, (22)

Pc(v) =

∫ Umax

Umin

Pc(u, v)fU (u)du

= 1− ln
(
Umax

Umin

)(
F cLV (R)

Umax − Umin

)
v, (23)

where F cLV (R) = 1−FLV (λ)|λ=R is the complementary c.d.f.
(c.c.d.f.) of LV with FLV (λ) as given in (12) and Pc(u, v) is
given in (14). At this point, it becomes easy to show that:

fUc(u) =
fU (u) · Pc(u)

Pc
, u ∈ [Umin;Umax] , (24)

fVc(v) =
f tV (v) · Pc(v)

Pc
, v ∈ [Vmin;Vmax] . (25)

At this point, ∆S may be re-defined as ∆S = Uc + Wc

where W = −Vc. Consequently, the p.d.f. of ∆S will become
equivalent to the convolution of the p.d.f. of Uc with the p.d.f.

3Typically, highways may be bidirectional. Hence, in the case where the
UAV and the vehicle are moving in opposite directions, the relative speed is
computed as ∆S = Uc + Vc.

of Wc. Here, it is very easy to prove that the p.d.f. of Wc,
denoted by fWc(w) = fVc(−w) for w ∈ [−Vmax;−Vmin]. It
follows that the p.d.f. of ∆S can be derived as:

f∆S(δ) = fUc(u) ∗ fWc
(w) =

∫ +∞

−∞
fUc(u) · fWc

(δ − u)dδ,

(26)

where δ ∈ [Umin − Vmax;Umax − Vmin]. Owing to its complex-
ity as well as space limitation, the derivation of a closed-
form expression of f∆S(δ) is omitted and this latter p.d.f.
will be evaluated numerically where needed. Now, define
F∆S(s) = Pr[∆S ≤ s] to be the c.d.f. of ∆S where
s ∈ [Umin − Vmax;Umax − Vmin]. F∆S(s) is given by:

F∆S(s) =

∫ s

Umin−Vmax

f∆S(δ)dδ. (27)

Note that F∆S(δ) will also be computed numerically. Armed
with the c.d.f. of ∆S, now, in the case where RV 2U = Cr ·
∆S−1, the c.d.f. of this r.v. can be derived as follows:

FRV 2U
(τ) = Pr [RV 2U ≤ τ ] = Pr

[
Cr
∆S
≤ τ

]
= Pr

[
∆S ≥ Cr

τ

]
= 1− F∆S

(
Cr
τ

)
. (28)

Consequently, in that case, the p.d.f. of RV 2U can be derived
as:

fRV 2U
(t) =

d
dτ
FRV 2U

(τ)

∣∣∣∣∣
τ=t

=
Cr
τ2
f∆S

(
Cr
τ

) ∣∣∣∣∣
τ=t

, (29)

for Cr ·∆S−1
max ≤ t ≤ Cr ·∆S−1

min with ∆Smax = Umax−Vmin and
∆Smin = Umin − Vmax. At this level, it must not be forgotten
that in the case where t = 0, fRV 2U

(t) = 1 − Pc. Hence,
grouping the two cases together leads to having:

fRV 2U
(t) =

{
1− Pc , t = 0

Pc
[
Cr
t2 f∆S

(
Cr
t

)]
, Cr

∆Smax
≤ t ≤ Cr

∆Smin
(30)

As such, the average V2U per-contact duration, RV 2U , can
be numerically computed as:

RV 2U = E [RV 2U ] = Pc

∫ Cr
Umin−Vmax

Cr
Umax−Vmin

t · fRV 2U
(t)dt. (31)

It follows that the variance of RV 2U , denoted herein by σ2
RV 2U

,
can be numerically computed as:

R2
V 2U = E

[
R2
V 2U

]
= Pc

∫ Cr
Umin−Vmax

Cr
Umax−Vmin

t2 · fRV 2U
(t)dt. (32)
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Fig. 5. Interleaved connection/disconnection times for an arbitrary vehicle m.

4) Overall Average V2U Connection and Disconnection
Durations: From the time it arrives to [EX] and throughout its
navigation along this entire roadway, the previously considered
tagged vehicle may encounter several UAVs. Hence, it may,
as shown in Figure 5, experience a sequence of interleaved
connection and disconnection times referred herein as ON (i.e.
connected) and OFF (i.e. disconnected) times until it, eventu-
ally, departs from [EX]. At this point, the characterization of
the average overall V2U connection duration is derived first.

Let TC be an r.v. representing the overall time duration
during which the considered tagged vehicle happens to be in
contact with passing by UAVs throughout its residence time
RV within [EX]. Recall from Section V-C.2 that the number of
UAVs the vehicle may encounter throughout RV is NC = nc
where 0 ≤ nc ≤ NA with NA being an r.v. representing the
number of UAVs that may arrive to [EX] during RV . Hence, to
start with, set up a first condition that RV = t. This, in other
words, is equivalent to limiting NA to a certain number, say
na (i.e. NA = na). Hence, in this case, the value nc will vary
in the range [0;na]. Let R(i)

V 2U denote the contact duration
between UAV i (1 ≤ i ≤ nc) and the tagged vehicle. Also, let
TC(nc) represent a version of TC that is conditional on the
fact that NC = nc. It is expressed as:

TC(nc) =


0 , nc = 0
nc∑
i=1

R
(i)
V 2U , 0 < nc ≤ na

(33)

Now, recall that {R(i)
V 2U |1 < i ≤ nc} constitutes a sequence

of i.i.d. V2U per-contact durations drawn from a common
distribution whose p.d.f is given in (30) and average is RV 2U ,
which is given in (31). Consequently, the average of TC(nc)
can be expressed as:

TC(nc) = E [TC(nc)] = nc ·RV 2U , nc ∈ [0;na]. (34)

Thus, the unconditional average overall V2U connection du-
ration can be easily proven to be:

TC = NC ·RV 2U (35)

where NC is given in (19). Now, as derived in Equation (33),
TC is the sum of a random number of NC identical and i.i.d.
RV 2U random variables whose statistical characteristics (i.e.
c.d.f., p.d.f., mean and variance) have been derived earlier in
Section V-C.3. Consequently, the second moment of TC will
be derived as follows:

T 2
C = E

[
T 2
C

]
= E

[
E
[
T 2
C

∣∣∣NC]] = N2
C ·R2

V 2U , (36)

where N2
C and R2

V 2U have been respectively derived in
Equations (20) and (32). At this level, it becomes possible
to characterize the overall disconnection time, denoted herein
by TD, which represents the overall time period during which
the vehicle is disconnected. The mean of TD is:

TD = RV − TC , (37)

where RV is the average vehicle residence time within [EX]
and is given in (3). In computing the variance of TD, it is
important to keep in mind that RV and TC are not independent
random variables. Indeed, the root of the correlation between
RV and TC goes back to the correlation between TC and NC .
Here, recall from Section V-C.2 that NC ≤ NA where NA
is the number of UAVs arriving during the navigation time
RV of a certain tagged vehicle. Consequently, in view of this
correlation, the variance of TD has to be computed as follows:

σ2
TD = σ2

RV + σ2
TC − 2σRV ,TC , (38)

where R2
V and T 2

C are respectively given in Equations (4) and
(36) while σRV ,TC =
E
[(
RV −RV

) (
TC − TC

)]
can be easily computed numer-

ically. It follows that the second moment of TD is T 2
D =

σ2
TD

+ TD
2
.

Now, denote by T pcD the per-contact vehicle disconnection
time; that is, the time duration, which is delimited by: a)
the time instant when a UAV that, earlier, got connected to
the vehicle, now, disconnects from this latter as it leaves
its communication range, and, b) the time instant when a
subsequent new UAV connects to that same vehicle as it enters
its communication range. The average and second moment of
T pcD are respectively denoted by T pcD and (T pcD )2. Knowing that
the considered vehicle encounters an average of NC UAVs (i.e.
experiences on average NC connection durations), therefore,
it will also experience NC disconnection durations. As such:

T pcD = TD ·NC
−1
, (39)

(T pcD )2 = E
[
TD ·N−1

C

]
. (40)

E. Average and Second Moment of a Packet’s Service Time:

In view of the queueing system representation illustrated in
Figure 3, the service time, S, of a certain tagged packet P
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consists of the amount of time that P will spend occupying
the HoL position of its carrying vehicle’s OBU’s buffer from
the time instant P reaches that position until the time it gets
successfully cleared out to an in-range UAV. In this present
work, the vehicle is assumed to be subject to a heavy data
traffic load (i.e. it always has a packet to transmit when
connected). Hence, as long as the considered tagged vehicle
is connected (i.e. with a probability of Pc given by Equation
(15)) to a UAV it keeps on transmitting packets to that UAV
in a back to back manner. Under such conditions, a packet
that arrives to the HoL position of that vehicle’s OBU’s buffer
is immediately cleared out (i.e. transmitted to the UAV) and,
thus, such a packet has a service time of S = τ where τ = LP

r̃
is the packet’s transmission delay with Lp being the packet size
in (bits) and r̃ being the transmission rate in (Mbps) as defined
in Section V-B. Alternatively, with a probability of 1−Pc, the
vehicle finds itself disconnected. Under such circumstances, a
packet occupying the HoL position of that vehicle’s OBU’s
buffer is retained until the vehicle goes back in contact with
another UAV. The amount of time that such a packet will have
to wait is nothing but the vehicle’s per-contact disconnection
time, T pcD , which was defined herein in Section V-C.4 and
whose mean and second moment are given respectively by
Equations (39) and (40). This can be explained as follows.
Without loss of generality, assume that a certain tagged vehicle
m got connected to a certain UAV n at a certain time tc.
With packets already queueing within its OBU’s buffer, the
vehicle immediately starts clearing them out one after the other
until, at time tdc, UAV n goes out of vehicle m’s coverage
range and, therefore, vehicle m gets disconnected. Assume that
the last packet vehicle m transmitted to UAV n was packet
Pk. Accordingly, the next packet Pk+1, has reached the HoL
position of the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer and will be bound to
wait until the subsequent UAV n+ 1 arrives and connects to
vehicle m. Consequently, the amount of time packet Pk+1

will have to wait is exactly equal to T pcD . It follows that,
with a probability of 1 − Pc, the packet’s service time will
be S = τ + T pcD . Combining the above two cases leads to
having:

S = Pc · τ + (1− Pc) · (τ + T pcD )

= τ + (1− Pc) · T pcD ≈ (1− Pc) · T pcD . (41)

Here, observe that, in Equation (41), packet service time has
been approximated by (1 − Pc) · T pcD where the transmission
delay has been discarded. The rationale behind this is as
follows. Under the IEEE 802.11p protocol used for commu-
nication in the context of the V2U communication scenario
presented herein, the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size
is equal to 1500 bytes. In the case where the adopted bit rate
is as low as 1 Mbps, the required amount of time to transmit
a maximum sized packet is equal to τ = 12 milliseconds
(ms), which is way much smaller than the queueing delay;
let alone the amount of time a packet waits at the Head-of-
Line (HoL) of the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer until that vehicle
enters in contact with a UAV and, hence, it gets transmitted.
At this point, note that, if smaller packet sizes are used and/or

the transmission rate is increased the resulting value of τ will
get even smaller and its contribution to the overall system’s
performance will become negligible. To this end, the average
and second moment of S, respectively S and S2, can be
computed as:

S = (1− Pc) · T pcD ; S2 = (1− Pc)2(T pcD )
2
. (42)

F. Vehicle OBU’s Buffer Queueing Model Resolution:

Armed with the fact that packet arrivals follow a Poisson
process with parameter λP (refer to Section V-B) and the
packet service time characteristics (refer to Section V-D), a
certain tagged vehicle’s OBU’s buffer illustrated in Figure
3 can be represented as an M/G/1 queueing system whose
characteristics have been widely studied in the literature (e.g.
[41]). In this work, interest lies in characterizing the average
System’s Response Time (SRT) (i.e. the average waiting time
of packets in the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer), which is denoted
herein by QD. From [41]:

QD = S +
ρS(1 + C2

v )

2(1− ρ)
, (43)

where C2
v = σ2

S · S
−2

is the squared coefficient of variation
of S with σ2

S = S2 − S2
being the variance of this latter and

ρ = λP · S is the vehicle’s data packet load.

VI. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Setup:

In order to verify and assert the validity, correctness and
accuracy of the expressions derived in Section V, realistic
ground-bound vehicular mobility traces were obtained using
the Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO), [42]. In addi-
tion, the following parameters were considered: a) λV ∈
[0.1; 0.277] (Veh/s), b) λU ∈ [0.01; 0.1] (UAV/s), c) dSD = 10
(Km), d) R = 500 (m), e) fixed packet sizes of 1500 (bytes),
f ) λP ∈ [0.1; 1] (Pkt/s), g) [Vmin;Vmax] = [10; 50] (m/s)
and g) [Umin;Umax] = [100; 150] (m/s). The above-mentioned
traces and parameters were fed as inputs into a custom-built
PYTHON-based discrete-event simulator. All results reported
herein were averaged out over ten runs of the simulator with
each run spanning a time interval that is sufficiently large
to allow for the arrival and departure of 106 ground-bound
vehicles. Upon the end of each simulation run, the overall
number of packets generated will be of the order of 109

packets. Statistics will be collected from all of the vehicles and
packets with the objective of realizing a confidence interval of
95%.

B. Model Verification:

For the purpose of model validity and accuracy verification,
the value of λU was set to 0.02 (UAV/s) whereas all other input
parameter values mentioned in Section VI-A were maintained.
Figures 6 through 9 are dedicated to exhibiting the simulated
curves for the fundamental model parameters and metrics to-
gether with their theoretical counterparts. For instance, Figures
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(a) λV = 0.1 (Veh/s) (b) λV = 0.15 (Veh/s) (c) λV = 0.25 (Veh/s)

Fig. 6. Simulated V.S. Theoretical c.d.f. of NA for different λV .

(a) λV = 0.1 (Veh/s) (b) λV = 0.15 (Veh/s) (c) λV = 0.25 (Veh/s)

Fig. 7. Simulated V.S. Theoretical c.d.f. of NC for different λV .

(a) λV = 0.1 (Veh/s) (b) λV = 0.15 (Veh/s) (c) λV = 0.25 (Veh/s)

Fig. 8. Simulated V.S. Theoretical p.d.f. of RV 2U for different λV .

6(a) through 6(c) concurrently plot the simulated c.d.f.s of NA
together with their theoretical counterparts for the different
values of λV ∈ {0.1; 0.15; 0.2; 0.25} (Veh/s). These curves
almost perfectly overlap and, hence, constitute a tangible proof
of the validity and accuracy of the derived formula given in
Equation (18). Note that this is the case of all other similar
curves generated for λV ∈ [0.1; 0.2777] (Veh/s). Due to space
limitation, only these sample curves were reported to validate
Equation (18) for light, medium and relatively denser ground-
bound vehicular traffic. Note that the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) between the simulated and theoretical curves has a
maximum that is of the order of 10−6. The same applies
for FNC (n) and fRV 2U

(t) whose theoretical curves and their
simulated counterparts are concurrently plotted in Figures 7(a)
through 7(c) (for FNC (n)) and Figures 8(a) through 8(c) (for
fRV 2U

(t)).
Now, Figures 9(a) through 9(h) concurrently plot the sim-

ulated curves pertaining to Pc, (i.e. Figure 9(a)) as well as

RV 2U , NC , TC , TD, T pcD , S and QD (i.e., Figures 9(b) through
9(h)) together with their theoretical counterparts. These figures
validate and assert the accuracy of Equations (15), (31), (19),
(37), (39), (42) and (43) especially that the minimum and
maximum relative differences between the simulated and the-
oretical curves achieved in all of these plots range respectively
from 0% to 2.67%.

C. Performance Evaluation:

This subsection evaluates the performance of the considered
V2U communication system operating in the context of the
networking scenario illustrated in Figure 1. The performance
will be evaluated in terms of critical system metrics, namely
Pc, NC , RV 2U , TC , TD, T pcD , S and QD.

To start with, Figure 9(a) shows that Pc increases as a
function of λV . Indeed, as λV increases, the density of vehicles
along the considered roadway increases and, hence, their speed
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(a) Pc (b) RV 2U (c) NC

(d) TC (e) TD (f) T pc
D

(g) S (h) QD

Fig. 9. Simulated V.S. Theoretical curves of Pc, RV 2U , NC , TC , TD , T pc
D , S and QD for different λV .

(a) RV 2U (b) NC (c) TC

(d) TD (e) S (f) QD

Fig. 10. Variations of RV 2U , NC , TC , TD , S and QD as a function of λV and λU .
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decreases. Under such circumstances, newly arriving UAVs are
more likely to catch up and connect with a relatively slowly
moving vehicle than with faster ones. This is especially true
since a newly arriving UAV is likely to find slowly moving
vehicles closer to its arrival point (i.e. the entry point to the
considered roadway segment) rather than its departure point
(i.e. the exit point from the considered roadway). Note that
Pc shows a rather shy increase as a function of λV due to
the fact that UAVs have relatively much higher speeds than
ground-bound vehicles and, as such, are characterized by a
much higher degree of faster mobility allowing them to reach
out for far vehicles unless in extreme cases where a newly
arriving UAV finds a vehicle that is very close to the roadway’s
departure point. In this case, no matter how fast the newly
arriving UAV is, it has a doubtful ability to reach the vehicle.
Now, an increase in Pc translates into an increase in NC
since, from the perspective of a global observer monitoring the
entire set of turning events will witness more UAVs getting
connected to the vehicles. This is shown in Figure 9(c).
Nonetheless, unexpectedly, the average per-contact duration,
RV 2U decreases as a function of λV . The reason for this
can be explained as follows. One has to keep in mind that
the UAV traffic is completely independent from the ground-
bound vehicular traffic. This being said, the increase in λV
causes a decrease in ground-bound vehicle speeds (as a result
of increasing vehicular density) but has no effect on the UAV
speeds. Recall from Equation (21) that, whenever a vehicle-
to-UAV contact is established, the per-contact duration is
equivalent to the ratio of the vehicle’s coverage range to the
relative vehicle-to-UAV speed, ∆S. This latter being equal to
the difference between the UAV speed and the vehicle speed
(refer to Section V-C.3), will increase as a function of λV
leading, on average, to a decrease in RV 2U .

Now, the decrease in RV 2U is intuitively expected to lead
to a decrease in the overall average contact time duration,
TC . However, as counterintuitively shown in Figure 9(d), TC
increases as a function λV . This is actually due to the increase
in NC . Indeed, the slower the vehicles, the more UAVs they
are expected to encounter. On the average, this increase in NC
overshadows the decrease in RV 2U causing a net effect being
an increase in TC . This is expected to bring a decrease in the
total average disconnection time TD. However, Figure 9(e)
shows that TD also increases as a function of λV . Indeed, a
current UAV that connects to a vehicle at the present time will
disconnect from that vehicle at a subsequent time. Hence, since
the number of connections increases as a function of λV , the
number of disconnections will equally increase. However, the
average amount of time a vehicle waits until it gets connected
again to another subsequently arriving UAV to the roadway is
way much larger than the amount of time a connected UAV
spends within that vehicle’s coverage range. This explains
the cumulatively steeper and more significant growth in TD
as opposed to its modest TC counterpart. Dividing TD by
NC leads to having the per-contact average disconnection
period T pcD shown in Figure 9(f) and is self-explanatory. The
decrease in the average packet service time, S, shown in
Figure 9(g) is a direct result of the decrease in T pcD since,

from Equation (42), S is directly proportional to T pcD . This
decrease in S is naturally expected to incur a decrease in the
overall average system response time, QD. However, contrary
to those expectations, Figure 9(h) shows that QD is quasi-
constant as it just exhibits a very slight increase at high
values of λV (i.e., 0.2 < λV ≤ 0.2777) where, it is mostly
expected to decrease (since S decreases for these values of
λV ). Here, it is worthwhile recalling that as long as a vehicle
is connected to a UAV, it keeps on transmitting data to that
UAV (i.e., clearing out packets from its OBU’s buffer). Hence,
here, it becomes obvious that the effect of the vehicle-to-UAV
per-contact duration RV 2U is implicitly embedded in QD.
Indeed, since RV 2U decreases as a function of the above-
mentioned values of λV , the number of packets a vehicle
is, therefore, able to clear out from its OBU’s buffer will be
reduced. This implies that the number of packets accumulating
in the vehicle’s OBU’s buffer will increase and, hence, by
Little’s Theorem (refer to [41]), the average queueing delay
will increase. This, however, is counteracted by the decrease
in S. Accordingly, over the above-mentioned region of λV ,
RV 2U and S act as two opposing forces that tend to cancel
each other. However, the decrease in S is slightly steeper than
the decrease in RV 2U . This explains the slight increase in QD.

D. Further Discussions:

This sub-section is dedicated to providing the reader with
further insights into the performance of the V2U communi-
cation system in terms of the principle metrics RV 2U , NC ,
TC , TD, S and QD whenever the UAV arrival rate, λU ,
is varied in the range [0.01; 0.04] (UAVs/s). The behavioral
curves pertaining to all of the above-mentioned metrics are
plotted as functions of both λV and λU respectively in Figures
10(a) through 10(f).

To start with, it is important to keep in mind that, as proven
in [35], an increase in λU directly maps into an increase
in the UAV density throughout the aerial field spanning the
considered roadway segment. Consequently, the connectivity
probability will increase and, hence, NC increases as a func-
tion of λU as shown in Figure 10(b). In line with such an
increase goes the increase in TC as shown in Figure 10(c) as
well as the decrease in TD which is illustrated in Figure 10(d).
However, for all values of λU the behavior of RV 2U remains
the same. This is especially true since the only parameters that
have an impact on RV 2U are the UAV and vehicles speeds,
which, here, follow identical distributions drawn over equal
ranges for all values of λU .

Now, the packet service time will, obviously, decrease as a
result of the decrease in TD and the increase in NC (leading
to an inevitable decrease in their ratio, which is equivalent
to T pcD ). Finally, the increase in the connectivity probability
and NC are directly mapped into the increased likelihood of a
vehicle finding itself connected to a UAV and, hence, clearing
out more data packets from its OBU’s buffer to that UAV.
As a result the number of packets in that vehicle’s OBU’s
buffer will decrease causing, together with the decrease in S,
a decrease in the overall system’s response time, QD.
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VII. CONCLUSION

This paper considers the opportunistic exploitation of UAVs
as a mean to bringing digital connectivity to ground-bound
vehicles navigating in isolated dark areas. In this context, a
mathematical framework is presented with the objective of
capturing the dynamics of the V2U communication system
and characterizing its performance in terms of the achievable
system’s response time. The UAV and ground-bound vehicle
mobility models constitute two fundamental building blocks
of the established analytical framework herein. This is espe-
cially true since the mobility characteristics (e.g., flow rate
and speed) of UAVs and ground-bound vehicles are integral
components of the vehicle-to-UAV contact durations (i.e. the
durations during which vehicles are connected to UAVs and,
hence, may clear out data packets accumulated within their
OBU’s buffers). Extensive simulations are conducted with the
objective of verifying the validity and accuracy of the mathe-
matically derived formulas as well as to evaluate the system’s
performance in scenarios distinguished by UAV availability
variations and vehicular densities.
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